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The fastest growing segment of the population comprises individuals above the 
age of 85 years. The purpose of our conference is to provide an evidence-based
approach to help clinicians take exceptional care of these often frail individuals.

t

This course is the recipient of the American Geriatrics Society State Achievement Award
for Innovative Educational Programming.

For more information on conference details, please visit our website:
http://www.dom.pitt.edu/UGM or email us: pagswd@acms.org

Multiple continuing education credits available.

Did You Register?

Early Registration Ends February 17, 2020!
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Attending the conference? Visit the link below to explore all Pittsburgh has to offer, 
including ideas on dining, attractions and events scheduled during your stay!

https://www.visitpittsburgh.com/28th-annual-clinical-update-in-geriatric-medicine/
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• Conference Highlights •

•  “Year in Review” highlighting recent advances/controversies
•  AGS’ President discusses “The 4 Ms” (mentation, mobility, meds, and what matters)
•  “Deprescribing” by co-author of the updated Beers List (Linnebur)
•  “Osteoporosis” by the President of the National Osteoporosis Foundation (Greenspan)
•  “Immunizations” by a member of the ACIP and AMDA’s President (Nace)
•  “Diabetes in the Elderly” by a co-author of ADA’s National Guidelines (Korytkowski)
•  Geriatric Cardiology Symposium featuring authors of AHA/ACC Guidelines for the Elderly
•  Practical tips on Difficult Conversations by the co-developer of the acclaimed “VitalTalk” (Arnold)
•  State of the Art updates on geriatric syndromes, each tailored to relevant clinical settings
•  Evidence-based solutions for multiple other relevant topics, including geriatric psychiatry, insomnia, 

electrolyte disorders, common infections, the hot joint, and pressure ulcers.
•  Practical, implementable pearls on hearing aids, podiatry, dermatology, dentistry, elder abuse, etc.
•  Special sessions on Wellness and the Ins/Outs and Consequences of “Obs” Admissions 
•  Interactive Panel Discussions and breakout sessions, allowing attendees to design their own course, 

and affording close interactions with experts on challenging topics and real-world cases 

For more information on conference details, please visit our website:
http://www.dom.pitt.edu/UGM or email us: pagswd@acms.org


